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This invention relates to a litter to be used for moving 
injured or sick persons, the said litter facilitating transfer 
from external transportation (e.g. by ambulance) -to in 
ternal transportation (through hospital processes) with 
out disturbing »the position of the sick or injured person, 
which can be a matter of the utmost importance, espe 
cially when the patient has been involved in a serious 
accident.  

The litter according to this invention is characterized 
by the combination of two litter frames, of which one 
is slightly smaller than the other .and fitted with a stretcher 
sheet and is insertable in the other, larger frame, the said 
larger frame normally lacking a stretcher sheet, and is 
freely liftable from an underlying surface on which both 
litter frames have been placed with the smaller frame 
inserted in the larger one, and of a separate stretcher 
sheet that can be placed as an extra'sheet over the smaller 
litter frame when a patient is ‘to be placed on this, and 
which is provided with facilities for its attachment to 
the larger litter frame when the small frame, together with 
the patient, has been inserted in the larger frame. 
The small litter frame which is provided with a stretch 

er sheet is used for external transportation (as an admis 
sion or ambulance litter) and the large litter frame, which 
normally -lacks a stretcher sheet, for internal transpor 
tation. 

Before the injured or sick person is placed on the ad 
mission litter, the separate stretcher sheet is placed over 
it. Upon arrival at the hospital admission department, 
the ambulance litter is pl-aced in .the larger litter frame 
and -the separate stretcher sheet is hooked or |buckled to 
the larger litter frame, which can then be lifted up to 
gether with the stretcher sheet and the injured or sick 
person immobilizedly resting thereon and transported to 
the appropriate hospital department by carrying the litter 
or conveying it on a suitable litter trolley. 

Since the litter frame intended for internal transporta 
tion is considerably wider than the one for external trans 
portation it can also conveniently be used as an examina 
tion and treatment litter. 

For a clearer understanding of the invention reference 
should be made to an embodiment thereof which is illus 
trated schematically in the accompanying drawing, where 
in: FIG. 1 is a plan view of the litter with the small litter 
frame placed inside the large litter frame; FIG. 2 is an 
end View of the litter shown in FIG. 1; FIG. 3 shows a 
detail of the attachment device on the side poles for the 
large litter frame; FIG. 4 shows a detail of the attach 
ment device at the edge of the separate stretcher sheet; 
FIG. 5 shows a cross-section through the complete at 
tachment device; FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a modi 
fied embodiment of the large litter frame with a stretcher 
sheet secured to it; FIG. 7 and FIG. 8 show a securing 
element for the stretcher sheet on the litter frame viewed 
from the side and in cross-section respectively; FIG. 9 
is a cross-section through a specially formed stretcher 
sheet; and FIG. 10 is a fragmentary plan view of the 
structure of FIG. 9. 

According to FIG. 1, the smaller litter frame comprises 
two parallel poles 1 and 2, which near the ends are in 
terconnected by tubular crossbars 3 and 4. A sheet 5 
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of a suitable material such as canvas is secured in the 
thuswise formed frame. At one end of the frame there 
may be arranged a 'headrest 6, adjustable in different 

The reference numeral 7 designates 
handgrips at the ends of the poles 1 and 2., the said hand 
grips ‘being telescopically slidable into the said poles. 
The large litter frame also comprises two parallel poles 

8 and 9, which near the ends are interconnected by tubu 
lar crossbars 10 and 11. This frame has no stretcher 
sheet when it is not used for transport. Provided in the 
ends of the poles 8 and 9, in the same way as in the 
smaller litter frame, may lbe telescopically slidable :hand 
grips (not shown). As shown in FIG. 2, the crossbars 
10 and 11 may advantageously be bent downwards in 
the shape of a U, so that the crossbars 3 and 4 of the 
small litter frame are at a higher level. 
The large litter frame is provided with rubber feet or 

similar members 12 on its crossbars, whereas the small 
frame, as shown in FIG. 2, may rest on wheels 13. 
The reference numeral 14 designates a separate stretch 

er sheet, made of a suitable material such as canvas, 
which can easily be attached to and released from the 
parallel poles 8 and 9 in the large litter frame. 
For this purpose, the said poles 8 and 9 are provided 

at suitable points with projecting U-shaped shackles 15, 
and the stretcher sheet 14 has along its sides oblong 
holes surrounded by metal reinforcements 16, which can 
be passed over the shackles 15, whereafter, as shown 
in FIG. 5, a leather strap 17 attached to the stretcher 
sheet is passed through the shackle projecting through 
the hole in the stretcher sheet so that the latter is securely 
held on the large frame. 
When utilizing .this litter, it is the intention that the 

smaller litter shall ìbe used as an -admission or ambulance 
litter. Before the injured or sick person is placed on 
this litter, the extra stretcher sheet 14 is put loosely over 
the litter. The litter with the injured or sick person is 
then driven to the hospital and in the admission depart 
ment is inserted in the larger litter frame, whereupon the 
extra or loose stretcher sheet 14 is connected by means 
of the shown attachment devices with the parallel length 
wise poles 8 and 9 in the large litter frame. This, together 
with the stretcher sheet 14 and the injured or sick person 
immobilizedly resting thereon, can then be carried or 
transported to an examination, operation or treatment 
ward. 

In the embodiment as illustrated in FIG. 6, the large 
litter frame comprises two parallel poles 18 and 19, which 
form the long sides of the frame, and two crossbars 20 
and 21 which form the short sides of the frame. Of the 
two poles 18 and 19, the ends of which protrude beyond 
the crossbars 20 and 21 in order to form carrying han 
dles, at least one but possibly both is pivotally mounted 
in the crossbars and provided with ratchet gears 22. 
Further, the said poles are provided at suitable relative 
distances with attachment devices for a stretcher sheet 23. 
As one or both of the poles 18 and 19 is/or are rotat 

able and ñtted with ratchet gears it is possible to roll 
the stretcher sheet 23 up onto the said poles and thus 
to stretch the said sheet. It is also possible to use a 
stretcher sheet that is substantially wider than the litter 
frame, e.g. two or three times as wide, in which case the 
excess width is normally rolled up on the poles. By 
unrolling the sheet ~from one pole and rolling it up on the 
other, it is thus possible to turn the patient over. 
The attachment devices for the sheet at the poles 18 

and 19 of the litter frame may appropriately be executed 
as shown in FIGS. 7 and 8. Slidably ñtted in a drillhole 
in the upper side of the pole 18 (19) is a pin 24, which 
uppermost terminates with -a single or, as shown, possi 
bly a double hook-shaped end 25, which is intended to 
grip onto a boltrope 26 sewn into the edge of the stretcher 
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sheet 23. The pin 24 has a slenderer extension 27„which 
is passed «out through a correspond-ing d-rillhole on >the 
underside of the pole whe-re it supports a pivotally 
mounted operating handle 28 which can slide on the ̀ said` 
pin 24. The slida’bility of the handle is limited by means 
of a ñange 33 ñtted to the pin. Inserted between the pin 
24 and the inside of the pole is a helical spring 29‘, which 
strives to push the pin extension 27 upwards. As shown 
in FIGS. 7 and 8, the handle 28 .is provided on the -sidey ' 
facing the pole with two recesses ̀ 34 andc35, in cross 
sectioncorresponding to the shape of the pole, which 
form a :rightangle with each other and of which the oney 
34` (shown in FIG. 7) isdeeper and they other 35 (shown 
in FIG. 8) is shallower. When the handle 28 takes up 
the position shown in FIG. 8 with the sh-allower .recess 
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15 
resting against the pole, the pin24 is inserted so far that . 
the edge of the> stretcher sheet vwith the boltrope 26 is 
deñnitely gripped between the hook-shaped end 25’1and v 
fthe pole. When «the handle is turned through 90°, where 
by the deeper recess is advanced towards the polefthe 
spring 29v lifts the pin 24". thus releasing the edge ofthe f 
stretcher sheet. The reference numeral 36 designates a 
guidev pin attached to part 25', which enters .a correspond 
ing hole in the pole 18 (19) and prevents part 25v from 
rotating in relation to the pole. 
As it is conceivable that the injured or sick -pe-rson 

must remain on the stretcher sheetfor a considerable 
tim-e, it is appropriate to make the sheet relatively soft in 
order to avoid'impeding the Éblood circulation. It can 
therefore be sewn double, as shown in FIGS. 9 and 10,_ 
a relatively thick pad 32 of foamed plastic or other suit 
able material ibeing inserted 'between the two layers of` 
canvas 30 and 31. 
What we claim is: 
1. A litter comprising incombination two litter frames 

one of whichis of a size to ñt within the other so that 
both frames can rest on‘a common support with the larger 
of the frames liftable from about the smaller `of the 
frames, the Smaller of the frames having .a .first sheet 
thereon, a second separate sheet yon the-smaller frame, 
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and means Vfor releasably«attachingpsaid `separate sheet 
to said larger framen. - . 'i ' 

2. "A litteras claimed .in »claim 1,? said. larger frame. 
having a pole forming a longl side of. saidlarger frame, 
said pole being rotatable relative to .said Vlarger frame :so 
that said separateV sheet` can ̀ be rolledup` and »stretched 
around said pole. ' 

3. IA litter a-s claimed in claim-2, saidV larger. frame hav 
>ing two longer pole‘sfboth of=whicl1arerotatably mounted 
relative to the larger frame,.said separate sheet having a ' 
width at leastV several vtimesl the EwidthV of lsaid smaller , 
frame. 

4. A litter as‘clairned incla'im-l, said‘releasably attach-Í 
ing` means comprisingV . springrloaded- „pins extending 
through »said ilarger frame, said pinsl havingfhookashaped 
upper ends for gripping the. edge of said‘separate sheet, 
said pins at-their .lowerends having‘rotatable operating K. 
handles which rest> against said larger ïframe and which. 
in one angular position hold said hook-shaped end-sspaced 
from the larger frame and invanother. angular positionv 
hold said ends close to the larger‘frame.. 

S. A litter; as claimed in .claim ~1, in Which‘said separate. 
sheet lcomprise's‘two layers of material sewn togetherwith 
padding Ibetween them.; g, 

6. A litter as claimed inclaimzlyin which ‘said releasa-> 
ly attaching means .comprises membersl on said Ylarger. 

frame ̀ insertatble through _holes ingsaid ,separate shefetl4 
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